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About This Game

Archery Practice VR is a target shooting VR simulation. Improve your hit accuracy and rate of completion to score
achievements and become a master archer!

Five different target types, three arrow types and five targeting locations make for a mix of difficulties.
The game can actually be quite an isometric workout!
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Title: Archery Practice VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Virtual Rage Studios LLC
Publisher:
Virtual Rage Studios LLC
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or more recent.

Processor: 2.4

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 980 or equivalent 4gb ddr5

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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amazing concept, ui and experience. refreshing take on gaming.. It all starts on a nice summer night where four best of friends
are sitting around telling ghost stories. One of the group decides to tell the story of something that happened right there at the
camp they are staying at. Now of course you know they have to see if the story is true, and what ends up happening will have all
4 separated from each other, and lost. You will play the part of one of those characters, the one that actually told the story. It is
up to you to try to figure out what is going on and where everybody went.

Graphically I have to say that I was pretty impressed with this game. The cut scenes that were done in a mature comic style
looked amazing. There was also a lot to the models used in the game for the main character as well as the camp setting. One of
the things that I have to say was a nice change of pace was the fact that even the mundane items that you will not have to interact
with looked just as good as the items that you are going to interact with. Also, as much as I hated to see them, the death screens
were also very well done and some were quite creepy.

Now this being a game that has gone through some crowdfunding I can kind of understand that there is no voice acting in this
game. They didn't meet that stretch goal, but I really really wish they had some voice acting in this game. It would have added an
element that would have caused a deeper immersion into the game.

The controls are a bit odd if you are going to be using a keyboard, the preferred method of play was with a controller. You are
going to be using 'E' to interact with your environment. You are going to be using WASD to move around, although you will
notice that because of the way the camera is situated you are going to experience some drifting from side to side as you move.
Finally you are going to be using the Enter key to pause and pull up your inventory.

Alright so you are at this camp that you and your friends have spent many summers at. There's definitely a sense of misfits
banding together. Now this being the first installation of the game you are not going to solve every mystery that this game holds,
but man would I have like a little bit more to play. I think it was really at about the 40 minute mark of the game where I caught
my stride and wanted to see where the game could really take me. There of course is the scary♥♥♥♥♥bloody woman that will
chase you down in a heartbeat that always kept me on edge. There was also a lot of items that I picked up that I guess will have
relevance down the road, or maybe not. The biggest problem is that this game is barely over an hour long. I do understand that
there's more to come, but I really wish that there was at least a little bit more to grasp on to.

This is a great looking game what closes the first chapter way too fast. I did like what I played, and yes I did die quite a few
times in the game, more than I would like, but most of the time it was my fault for dying. I will say this SAVE, SAVE, SAVE,
SAVE, these are the checkpoints for most of the game and if you do not save you are going to have a lot of retracing your steps
to do. Now comes the hard part, a grade, it's kind of hard to give this game a grade because I hope that there's something that is
just around the next corner, something that I can get further into, but as it stands I just got into the game and then was thrown
back to the intro screen having completed the first chapter. So I guess the best I can give this game is a 7.2 out of 10.. Another
poor one-screen platformer, probably ported from tablets. Very simple flash-o-paint aesthetics, bad animations, awfully long
load times and lack of controller support. Oh, you can also stand on the top of the door if you don't have the key.. First, it's easy
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to use.

Second, it's already been updated several times based on feedback.

It still feels (as of right now) that it's still being built out, that the 1.0 was almost a beta release.

I'm happy to support the project, and I'm looking forward to seeing what future releases bring. Get this and start playing with
your game ideas. Obscuritas erinnert sehr an seinen Vorgänger Pineview Drive. Auch hier geht es unter anderem darum,
Schlüssel zu finden, um weitere Räume zu öffnen. Doch in Obscuritas muss der Spieler nun auch verschiedene Rätsel lösen, die
es teilweise wirklich in sich haben, wie ich an eigenem Leibe erfahren durfte ;) Diese kleinen Puzzles bringen Abwechslung ins
Spiel und machen Laune auch längere Zeit zu spielen.
In den ersten Stunden erinnert mich das Spiel gefühlsmäßig an ein Puzzlespiel mit kleinen Horrorelementen, ich habe mich
einige Male an Jumpscares erschrocken. Wie dies im weiteren Spielverlauf aussieht kann ich noch nicht sagen, werde ich aber
nachtragen.

Im Großen und Ganzen ein gelungener Nachfoler von Pineview Drive.. Be the detective.. Excellent! Now I can spend even more
time in the Service Centre picking exactly the right tone and shade for my wheels in addition to the trucks main paint job.
Honestly, I spend more time doing that than actual driving, and I don't mind at all. It's very cathartic for me.

10\/10, would rimjob again.. Fun and unique puzzle game with smooth gameplay and very friendly price. Must have if you like
Tetris.. This game is what made me make a steam account (bought it at gamestop). Even without MP this game is amazingly
fun, Battles can get pretty big, and the resource management is nice and simple so you can focus more on the actual fighting.
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You can clearly tell that lots of hard work and dedication was put into the music, it's one of the best parts of the game because it
can go from upbeat jazz to depressing indie rock.. This is an OK game, but I wouldn't say "the best" in the series. If you enjoy
the other games you should try it out, when it's on sale... Playing, you'll find piracy a "too easy" feature to get money and for
some reason I couldn't find the "one year per day" option.. Let me be clear, I'm not downvoting this because it's a bad game, the
first couple levels are wildly fun and interesting and add a bunch of new mechanics to the platforming genre... but however, the
one problem with jelly killer is that it get's old real quick. After the first 10 or so levels, you seen everything the game has to
offer, and the remaining 42 levels are just rehashing the same old stuff you've seen in every other level. It's also infuriatingly
difficult, but not in the good way. No, this difficulty doesn't stem from the puzzles being quite difficult to figure out the solution
to, quite the opposite, the puzzles are fairly easy to solve. The reason that they're difficult is that most of the time they just rely
on sheer random chance. The various guns in the game don't seem to have any sembelance of a pattern in which they shoot, so it
could be 5 seconds between shots or it could be 1/2 a second. Sometimes it just won't pick up your keystrokes, leading to several
annoying deaths when your character just walks into a pit of spikes instead of jumping.

So overall, a brilliant idea, but executed in a very boring and generic way.. I love all of the worms series, this game was totally
worth it. It's awesome!. OK LET'S TALK ABOUT THE DLC ITSELF. FORGET ABOUT THE PRICE.

I will give a positive feedback, though some glitches and bugs appear. Hope you guys could update and add more features in the
future and make this game better.

The extension does expand funs for players in some way. But what I want to say is the players may get bored and tired with the
new update soon. Though we get two different new towns and an airport, they don't change a lot. Passengers from the airport are
still the normal passengers model. The two new towns, however, seems just copy the buildings and rearrange them.

Probably that's because you guys decide to create a sandbox map, just like GTA. I have to say it would be a great for exploring
and customizing routes, but it also restricts the length of the routes if you can't provide a huge enough map for players.

_________________________________________________________________________
I'll just put suggestions and bugs in this review. May update in the future. I did a similar one in the main page but in Chinese. I
hope this one could express my ideas clearly.
\u4e2d\u6587\u7248\u7684\u6d4b\u8bc4\u8bf7\u53c2\u8003\u6e38\u620f\u672c\u4f53\u754c\u9762\u3002\u7531\u4e8e\u4
e2d\u6587\u7248\u8fd0\u7528\u4e86\u5927\u91cf\u7f51\u7edc\u8bcd\u8bed\u548c\u672c\u571f\u8bed\u6cd5\uff0c\u4e3a\u
9632\u6b62\u56e0\u7ffb\u8bd1\u9020\u6210\u6b67\u4e49\u7279\u6b64\u66f4\u65b0\u4e00\u7bc7\u82f1\u6587\u6d4b\u8bc
4\u3002

Suggestions for map:
--The road inside the airport IS TOO NARROW. Long buses gonna have a tough time. I swear the road in front of my local
DMV is even better than this.
--Add traffic lights in some big junction instead of yield sign. The AIs are stupid.
--Cancel the potholes punishment or increase the speed limits for passing through it.

Suggestions for features:
--MORE BUSES PLEASE.
--Update the garage window. You may refer to the ATS garage window.
-Insert-text function in customize menu. IT IS ANNOYED to adjust every decal to set fleet numbers.
--Decals and ads can be used at the same time.
--More NPC vehicles, such as emergency service vehicles.
--Time cycle system.
--Variety of numbers of passengers according to the time. Such as rush hour.
--Please add more passengers, few passengers makes the 18m buses useless.
--Improve the headlights of buses.

BUGS:
--A21, Urbanway 12\/18m have serious texture problems. If the option "show skin on the window" remains NO, the current skin
will be overlapped by the "bookworm" skin.
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--The official country skins DLC is no longer supported after the official update. You can't find these skins in your custom
menu.
--Even if players select "show skin on the window", the skin only shows in the preview window. In the actual game, the skin
DOES NOT SHOW on the window. (Seriously?)
--If you meet NPC bendy bus and it bends too much, the punish points will be added to you (even you're not driving a bendy
bus, LOL)
--Some NPC are slipping on the street, instead of walking. I only see this bug after the map update.
--Rear LED signs on Setra buses may flash or disappear.
--The passengers in front of the 4th door on A23 may get stuck and can't get off. Under this situation the fast-end function is
disabled if you are at the last stop. Players have to drive back to depot to end the game, and you will be punished for skipping
stops (because there's still one person in your bus!)
__________________________________________________________________________. This game makes me feel like a
complete scumbag. Unlike in Papers Please, its really easy to make mistakes, and its not told where you make mistakes, and its
hard to figure, "if I was a soul-sucking 1985 monolithic government, what wouldn't I want to see in the paper," because half the
time I feel like the game doesn't know either.

I also wish it was longer. the 45 mins it took me to run through it is about all the time you'll need since from there, you can only
go and try other things, and its kind of a shame. Make a sequel where what I say in the paper actually makes a difference to
world at large.
If I write something awful about that idiot of a president, have riots form on the spot. Blame me. Make me panic.

Have me panic-censor an article to make the suits happy. I wanna feel that tension. Cuz I didn't here.

6/10. Nice Addon if you enjoy electronic music. This is actually pretty cool; it's probably the earliest space-fight simulator I've
ever played and it's got tutorials/help to tell you how to play the game properly. That said, I sucked at it (I'd forgotten how
punishing older games can be). I found the mechanics much easier to grasp than earlier games in the franchise. ***. I now have
more experience with rubbing than I ever had before.
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